Phishing is one of the major problems faced by cyber-world and leads to financial losses for both industries and individuals. Detection of phishing attack with high accuracy has always been a challenging issue. At present, visual similarities based techniques are very useful for detecting phishing websites efficiently. Phishing website looks very similar in appearance to its corresponding legitimate website to deceive users into believing that they are browsing the correct website. Visual similarity based phishing detection techniques utilise the feature set like text content, text format, HTML tags, Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), image, and so forth, to make the decision. These approaches compare the suspicious website with the corresponding legitimate website by using various features and if the similarity is greater than the predefined threshold value then it is declared phishing. This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of phishing attacks, their exploitation, some of the recent visual similarity based approaches for phishing detection, and its comparative study. Our survey provides a better understanding of the problem, current solution space, and scope of future research to deal with phishing attacks efficiently using visual similarity based approaches.
Introduction
Phishing is a crime in which a perpetrator sends the fake e-mail, which appears to come from popular and trusted brand or organization, asking to input personal credential like bank password, username, phone number, address, credit card details, and so forth [1] [2] [3] [4] . The fake e-mails often look amazingly legitimate, and even the website where the Internet user is asked to input personal information also looks similar to legitimate one. Phishing messages propagate over e-mail, SMS, instant messengers, social networking sites, VoIP, and so forth, but e-mail is the popular way to perform this attack and 65% of the total phishing attack is achieved by visiting the hyperlink attached to the e-mail [5] . Moreover, spear phishing attack is becoming popular nowadays. Business e-mail compromise (BEC) is observed as a major Internet threat in 2015 [6] . In BEC, the intruder uses spear phishing methods to fool organizations and Internet persons. More sophisticated spear phishing attacks [7] [8] [9] targeted particular individual or groups within the organization. Phishing is metaphorically similar to fishing in the water, but instead of trying to catch a fish, attackers try to steal consumer's personal information [10, 11] . When a user opens a fake webpage and enters the username and protected password, the credentials of the user are acquired by the attacker which can be used for malicious purposes [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Phishing websites look very similar in appearance to their corresponding legitimate websites to attract large number of Internet users. Recent developments in phishing detection have led to the growth of numerous new visual similarity based approaches. Visual similarity based approaches compare the visual appearance of the suspicious website to its corresponding legitimate website by using various parameters. Due to different phases of phishing detection, this paper contains the following:
(i) Background, History, and Statistics section presents the history of phishing attacks, worldwide financial losses due to phishing attacks, the lifecycle of phishing attack, and classification of various types of phishing attacks. This section describes the overall picture of phishing attacks from a high level perspective.
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(ii) Next, we describe how attacker fools an Internet user and how they bypass the antiphishing system.
(iii) Similarly, we present various types of phishing detection techniques, their advantages, and drawbacks.
(iv) Also, we provide a comprehensive literature review of visual similarity based phishing detection approaches, which incorporates document object model (DOM), Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), HTML tag, image processing, and hybrid techniques. Moreover, we present a comparison between various visual similarity based antiphishing techniques. It provides a better understanding of the problem, current solution space, and future research scope to efficiently deal with phishing attacks using visual similarity based approach.
(v) In addition, we provide several issues and challenges in detection of phishing attacks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the background, history, and statistics of phishing attack. Section 3 describes the overview of phishing detection using visual similarity based approaches. Section 4 presents the taxonomy of various types of phishing detection and filtering techniques; especially this section focuses on visual similarity approaches in detail. Section 5 presents the performance and evaluation matrices to judge the antiphishing system. Section 6 presents the open issues and challenges in phishing detection and protection. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Background, History, and Statistics
A phishing scam has attracted the attention of both academicians and corporate researchers as it is a serious privacy and web security threat [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Phishing cannot be controlled by firewalls or any encryption software [34] [35] [36] .
Brief History. First phishing attack was observed on
America online network systems (AOL) in the early 1990s [37] where many fraudulent users registered on AOL website with fake credit card details. AOL passed these fake accounts with a simple validity test without verifying the legitimacy of the credit card. After activation of the fake account, attackers accessed the resources of America online system. At the time of billing, AOL determined that the accounts were fraudulent, and associated credit cards were also not valid; therefore AOL ceased these accounts immediately. After this incident, AOL took measures to prevent this type of attack by verifying the authenticity of credit card and associated billing identity, which also enabled the attackers to change their way of obtaining AOL accounts. Instead of creating a fake account, attackers would steal the personal information of registered AOL user. Attackers contacted registered AOL users through instant messenger or e-mail and asked them to verify the password for security purposes. E-mail and instant messages appeared to come from an AOL employee. Many users provided their passwords and other personal information to the attackers. The attackers then used the variously billed portions of America online website on behalf of a legitimate user. Moreover, an attacker no longer restricts themselves to masquerading America online website but actively masquerade a large number of financial and electronic commerce websites.
Statistics.
According to Internet world stats [38] , total numbers of Internet users worldwide are 2.97 billion in 2014; that is, more than 38% of the world population uses Internet. Hackers take advantage of the insecure Internet system and can fool unaware users to fall for phishing scams. Phishing e-mail is used to defraud both individuals and financial organizations on the Internet. The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) [39] is an international consortium which is dedicated to promoting research, education, and law enforcement to eliminate online fraud and cyber-crime. In 2012, total phishing attack increased by 160% over 2011, signifying a record year in phishing volumes. The total phishing attacks detected in 2013 were approximately 450000 and led to financial losses more than 5.9 billion dollars [39] . Total attack increases by 1% in 2013 as compared to 2012. The total number of phishing attacks noticed in Q1 (first quarter) of 2014 was 125,215, a 10.7 percent increase over Q4 (fourth quarter) of 2013. More than 55% of phishing websites contain the name of the target site in some form to fool users and 99.4% of phishing websites use port 80 [40] . According to the APWG report in the first quarter of 2014, second highest number of phishing attacks ever recorded was between January and March 2014 [40] and payment services are the most targeted industry. During the second half of 2014, 123,972 unique phishing attacks were observed [41] . In the year 2011, total financial losses were 1.2 billion, and they rose to 5.9 billion dollars in 2013. The financial losses due to phishing attack in 2014 and 2015 were 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, as shown in Figure 1 [42]. The growth of phishing attacks from 2005 to 2015 is shown in Figure 2. 
Phishing Mechanism.
The phishing mechanism is shown in Figure 3 . The fake website is the clone of targeted genuine website, and it always contains some input fields (e.g., text box). When the user submits his/her personal details, the Security and Communication Networks 
O p e n p h i s h i n g s i t e a n d i n p u t p e r s o n a l d a t a ( 2 ) C o n s t r u c t p h i s h i n g s i t e information is transferred to the attacker. An attacker steals the credential of the innocent user by performing following steps:
Construction of Phishing Site. In the first step attacker identifies the target as a well-known organization. Afterward, attacker collects the detailed information about the organization by visiting their website. The attacker then uses this information to construct the fake website.
URL Sending. In this step, attacker composes a bogus e-mail and sends it to the thousands of users. Attacker attached the URL of the fake website in the bogus e-mail. In the case of spear phishing attack, an attacker sends the e-mail to selected users. An attacker can also spread the link of phishing website with the help of blogs, forum, and so forth [43] .
Stealing of the Credentials. When user clicks on attached URL, consequently, fake site is opened in the web browser. The fake website contains a fake login form which is used to take the credential of an innocent user. Furthermore, attacker can access the information filled by the user.
Identity Theft. Attacker uses this credential of malicious purposes. For example, attacker purchases something by using credit card details of the user.
Taxonomy of Phishing Attack.
Attacker performed the phishing attack by utilising the technical subterfuge and social engineering techniques [40, 44] . In social engineering techniques, attackers carry out this attack by sending bogus e-mail. Attackers often convince recipients to respond using names of banks, credit card companies, e-retailers, and so forth [45] . Technical subterfuge strategies install malware into user's system to steal credentials directly using Trojan and keylogger spyware [46] . The malware also misaddresses users to fake websites or proxy servers. Attackers attached malware or embedded malicious links in the fraudulent emails and when the user opens the fraud hyperlink, malicious software is installed on the user's system, which collected the confidential information from the system and sent it to the attacker (e.g., keylogger software sends the details of every key hit by the user). Attackers may also get remote access to victim's computer and collect data whenever attackers want. In this paper, we focus on social engineering schemes, as it is the most popular way to steal victim's information by phishing. Classification of various phishing attacks is shown in Figure 4 .
Antiphishing Technique: Modus Operandi.
A phishing scam starts with spreading bogus e-mail. After receiving an e-mail, antiphishing techniques start working, either by redirecting the phishing mail in the spam folder or by showing a warning when an online user clicks on the link of phishing URL. The lifecycle of phishing attack is shown in Figure 5 . The following steps are involved in phishing lifecycle:
Step 1. Attacker creates the fake copy of a popular organization and sends the URL of fake website to the large number of Internet users using e-mail, blog, social networking sites, and so forth.
Step 2. In the case of fake e-mail, every e-mail is first to pass through the DNS-based blacklist filters. If the domain is found in the blacklist, then e-mail is blocked before it reached to SMTP mail server. There are also various solutions available which block the fake e-mail based on structural features of mail [44] .
Step 3. If a fake e-mail bypasses the blacklist and features based solutions and if the user opens attached link in the email then some browser based blacklist techniques block the site at client side.
Step 4. Some other solutions like the heuristic and visual similarities based approaches also blocked the webpage only when the browser requests for any suspicious webpage.
Step 5. If the phishing attack bypasses all the solutions then it steals the credential of innocent users and sends it to the attacker. The attacker uses this information for financial or some other benefits.
Visual Similarity Based Phishing Detection and Filtering Approaches
A user could become the victim of the phishing attack by looking the high visual resemblance of phishing website with the targeted legitimate site, such as page layouts, images, text content, font size, and font colour. The fake and genuine webpages of PayPal are shown in Figure 6 , and both pages have same visual appearance but different URLs. It is not always necessary that the people carefully notice on URL and SSL (Secure Socket Layer) certificate of websites. If an attacker does not copy the visual appearance of targeted website well, then chances of inputting credentials by Internet users are very less. An attacker fools the user by the following ways:
(1) Visual Appearance. The phishing website looks similar to its legitimate website. Attackers used to copy the HTML source code of genuine website to build the fake website.
(2) Address Bar. Attackers also cover the address or URL bar of website by script or image. The user would believe that they are inputting information on the right website. Dhamija et al. [47] conducted a survey on various participants to identify whether a website is phishing or genuine. Participants were unable to identify 90% of phishing sites. Many participants wrongly judged the site on the basis of their text content and visual appearance. They also found that even an experienced user could also be fooled by the visual appearance of a fake website, and 23% of the users do not look at the address bar of a website. Therefore, we can say that if the appearance of a phishing site is similar to its legitimate one 6 Security and Communication Networks and domain is different then also users can easily be trapped by the attackers.
Advantages of Visual Similarity
Approach. There are two major techniques for phishing detection: the first is the listbased (blacklist or white list) and the other is heuristic based approaches [3, 49, 50] . In the blacklist based methods, the suspicious domain is matched with some predefined stored phishing domains which are blacklisted [51] [52] [53] . The negative aspect of this scheme is that blacklist usually does not cover all phishing websites because a newly launched fraud website takes the substantial amount of time to get added in the blacklist record. In addition, 47% to 83% of fake URLs updated in the blacklist after twelve hours [51] . Heuristic based approaches match the heuristic design of the website with predefined rules. However, attackers can forge such features. Heuristic based approaches detect the phishing webpage by matching the features like the keywords, IP address, URL features, popup windows, SSL certificates, external hyperlinks, and so forth. Sometimes attacker also constructs a website in such a manner that the features are not matched with the predefined list of features. As we see some heuristic based approaches have high false positive rate [29, [54] [55] [56] [57] . The following are the two primary advantages of visual similarity based approaches.
(1) In order to avoid phishing detection technique, attackers usually insert images, Flash, ActiveX, and Java Applet in place of HTML text. Visual similarity based detection approaches can quickly detect such embedded objects present in phishing webpage.
(2) Visual similarity based techniques use a signature to identify phishing webpages. The signature is created by taking common features from the whole website rather than a single webpage. Therefore, one signature is sufficient to detect various targeted webpages of a single website or different versions of a website.
Taxonomy of Phishing Detection and Filtering Based on Visual Similarity
A variety of detection approaches against phishing attack has been proposed in the literature. Phishing detection techniques are widely divided into two classes. First is based on user education, and the other is based on software. Software based techniques are further categorized into machine learning [58] [59] [60] , blacklist [61, 62] , and visual similarity based approaches. Blacklist based approaches keep a list of phishing URLs. Updating the newly launched phishing websites in the blacklist in time constraint manner is a difficult task. A heuristic based approach utilises standard features of phishing websites, such as the login form, URL, and web traffic, to take appropriate decision [63, 64] . When attacker designs a new phishing website, they always consider the heuristic characteristic to bypass the phishing detection system. We can broadly classify the visual similarity based approaches into HTML document object model (DOM) tree, visual features, Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) similarity, pixel based, visual perception, and hybrid approaches as mentioned in Figure 7 . The detailed descriptions of visual similarity based approaches are explained in the following subsections.
Document Object
Model. Document object model (DOM) is a language independent and multiplatform convention for demonstrating objects in XML, XHTML, and HTML documents. DOM represents the logical structure of documents and the way of a document is addressed and controlled. In this model, the document is represented in the form of the tree, so it is called DOM tree as shown in Figure 8 . In the DOM based phishing detection system, the DOM tree of the suspicious webpage is compared with the legitimate webpage as the attackers always try to mimic the original legitimate webpage and the page layout is expected to be similar.
Rosiello et al. [48] presented an approach based on the reuse of same information on multiple websites. In the proposed approach, if a user reuses the same information (i.e., same user name, password, etc.) on multiple websites, then the system generates a warning. The system compares the document object model (DOM) tree of the first webpage where the data was initially entered and another webpage, where the data is reused. If the DOM tree between these two webpages is found to be similar, then the system is considered as a phishing attack or else, the system find legal reuse of information as depicted in Figure 9 . The proposed approach maintains a list of previously visited websites and the information filled in their forms to compare with the current website information. The negative aspect of this approach is that it only compares the new webpage with the only previously visited webpages.
The document object model of a webpage is represented by a tree. A tree is a type of graph ( , ), where there is only one path between any two vertices. Vertices represent the tags, and edges represent the hierarchy between the tags.
Two DOM trees, ( , ) and ( , ), are equivalent if they satisfy the following properties:
(i) Values of the corresponding vertices are the same.
(ii) Indices of matching edges are the same.
(iii) Both trees are isomorphic [65] .
The layout similarity of the legitimate and the suspicious webpages is determined by the ratio of the weighted number of matched vertices to the total vertices in the legitimate webpage, as shown by
where represents the th vertices and represent the total vertices in the legitimate webpage.
is the weight function, which assigns similarity score between 0 and 1 for Security and Communication Networks two vertices. If the layout similarity is greater than a given threshold, then webpages are called similar.
Visual Features.
There are two types of visual features: the first is the text content, and the other is the text features based like font colour, font size, background colour, font family, and so forth. Visual features based approaches match the visual features between different websites since most of the time attacker copies the page content from the actual website. We discuss the visual features based solutions in the following subsections. Visual features which are used to compare the websites are shown in Table 1 [66] .
Visual Similarity Assessment.
Liu et al. [66] proposed an approach which contains the two modules. The first module detects the suspicious URLs and keywords at local e-mail server. After detection of the suspicious keywords or URLs in the e-mail, the second module compares the block level, layout, and style similarity for the suspicious webpage. The architecture of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 10 .
(i) Block Level. The suspicious webpage is divided into blocks, for each block the visual features (features explained in Table 1 ) are extracted and matched with the corresponding legitimate webpage, and then the system calculates block level resemblance by the weighted average of matching blocks.
(ii) Layout Level. Layout similarity is calculated by dividing the total number of matched blocks to the total block present in the legitimate webpage.
(iii) Overall Style. Style similarity is calculated by taking histogram of each webpage's style feature. When similarity between the given and the legitimate webpage is greater than some predefined threshold, then the system marks the given webpage as a phishing webpage.
Site Signatures.
Huang et al. [67] proposed a technique which creates unique web-based signature to identify the legitimate websites. Site signature is created by using the text (keywords) and images of the website. When a user opens a new webpage, the system matches the signature of presently Figure 10 : Architecture of visual similarity assessment [66] .
then the webpage is declared phishing. The following are the properties of the proposed approach:
(i) The system uses text and image features to construct a unique signature for a website. Text features include the title keywords, URL keywords, and most frequent keywords using term frequency inverse domain frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm. Images are extracted from the home page as well as all the webpages associated with the home page through the hyperlinks.
(ii) Signature is created by extracting features from the entire website rather than a single webpage. Therefore, only one signature is enough to detect various targeted fake webpages of a website.
(iii) Signature uses the standard features of an entire website so this technique can also detect a phishing webpage which is partially copied from a legitimate website.
(iv) Signature is created using both image and text features. So, if an attacker uses only images in the fake webpage, the proposed approach can detect this type of attack.
The proposed technique initially creates signature for the newly visited website and matches it with stored signature. If a user visits a website for the first time and their corresponding legitimate site is not present (i.e., signature not matched with any stored signature) then the system creates signature and stores it in the database.
4.2.3.
PhishZoo. Afroz and Greenstadt [68] proposed an antiphishing solution which creates the unique profile for a website using URL, text contents, images (specially website logo), Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate, and scripts. PhishZoo matches the profile of the new site with the stored profiles in the database. PhishZoo stored the list of legitimate sites and their profiles in the profile database. In the first phase, PhishZoo only matches URL and SSL certificate with the stored profiles. If URL and SSL certificate match, then PhishZoo declares the website a legitimate or else the text content of the webpage is compared with the stored profiles. Architecture of PhishZoo is shown in Figure 11 .
The following is the silent characteristic of PhishZoo:
(i) This approach matches the URL, SSL certificates, and webpage contents, which is an advantage over blacklist based approaches.
The comparison of various visual features based approaches (discussed in Section 4.2) on different attacks is presented in Table 2 .
CSS Similarity.
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language used for depicting the formatting of a document and setting the visual appearance of a webpage written in the HTML, XHTML, and XML. CSS is used to design the webpage content like fonts, colours, and page layout.
BaitAlarm.
Mao et al. [71] proposed an algorithm to compare the CSS similarity between suspicious and legitimate website. The technique uses the CSS similarity concept because without using the same CSS, it is tough to achieve the same design as that of a legitimate site. CSS contains alist [69] . The correct threshold to compare CSS between webpages can be calculated only after the experiment. This approach can also detect embedded noise contents like an image in a webpage which is used to sustain the visual similarity of the webpage.
Pixel Based
Techniques. Pixel or image processing based approaches use the image processing applications to check the similarity between two webpages. Image processing based methods either take the screenshot or extract images from the suspicious webpage and compare the images against the legitimate webpage. These approaches believe that the two different websites of the different organizations cannot be similar. If the two images of different sites are similar, and their URLs are different, then one website is considered as phishing (shown in Figure 12 ).
Discriminative Keypoint Features.
Chen et al. [72] proposed an antiphishing approach based on discriminative keypoint features. This approach considers detection of phishing webpage as an image matching problem. There are two modules in the proposed system. In the first module, the system takes the snapshot of suspicious webpage and captures invariant information around discriminative keypoints using Contrast Context Histogram (CCH). In the second module, the system calculates the similarity score between two pages based on the matching CCH descriptor. Verified authenticated webpages are stored in a local database.
To find out whether two images are identical, proposed approach fetches the vector of significant features from each image and compute the distance between those vectors. Moreover, the system measures this distance as the degree of [73] proposed a browser based plug-in goldphish to identify phishing websites. Goldphish makes use of website logo to identify the fake website because the attacker can use the real logo of the targeted website to trap Internet users. It has the three stages: (i) Logo Extraction. Goldphish extracts the website logo from the suspicious website and then converts it into text using optical character recognition (OCR) software.
Goldphish. Dunlop et al.
(ii) Legitimate Websites Extraction. The text is used as a query for the search engine. To check the legitimacy of website, Goldphish uses trusted search engine "Google" because it always returns genuine websites in their top results.
(iii) Comparison. Suspicious website is compared with the top results obtained from search engine. If any of domain matched with the current website, then declare it a legitimate or otherwise make it a phishing site.
Goldphish can quickly identify the fake websites of popular organizations. However, the accuracy of the system depends on the OCR software. Goldphish also protects the users from "zero-hour" phishing attack.
Dynamic Watermarking.
Singh et al. [74] used the dynamic watermarking technique to protect users at client side and defend against the man in the middle of attack. The proposed technique required extra information at the time of registration on a website like the secret key, watermark image, and its position. In this technique, the user identifies the legitimacy of a website by checking a unique image and its position. Proposed technique has the three primary components:
(1) Registration. Whenever a user registers on a website for the first time, generally a website required credential of the user like username, password, and so forth. Moreover, in this technique user has to put three more fields: watermark image, its position, and secret key. Secret key acts as a primary key for the database.
(2) Login Verification. When the user opens the website after the registration, he/she has to verify the credential. In the login verification process, user has to enter correct secret key. If the website shows the correct watermarked image and its position (same as entered at the time of registration), then the website is legitimate.
(3) Closing. User only needs to know the watermark image and its position. At the time of logout, the user can change a new watermark image and position.
Image Layout Analysis Based Approach.
Lam et al. [75] proposed an approach to detect phishing website by matching pixels to compute the similarity degree between websites. Otsu's threshold method [76] is used to convert the webpage into black-and-white images and then analyse the pixels of the images. Proposed approach divides the image into nonoverlapping layout blocks and compares these blocks between two webpages. Layout block is the primary element for building a webpage as shown by rectangle blocks in Figure 13 . Algorithm of matching layout block between webpages is explained as follows:
Block Matching. Suspicious webpage contains the blocks 
where 1 and 2 are width and height threshold of block and and ℎ are the width and height of the block. 3 and 4 are the location threshold, and and are the horizontal and vertical coordinators of the block. After block matching, total layout similarity is calculated as follows:
where and are total blocks in webpages and and are total match pair between them. If the layout similarity is greater than certain threshold, then the suspicious webpage is classified as a phishing webpage.
Earth Mover's Distance (EMD).
Fu et al. [77] make use of Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) to compare the visual similarity between two webpages. Proposed technique converts the webpage into the low-resolution image (100 × 100 pixels' images) and then makes the unique signature by using colour features and the centroid of image position. Each pixel is comprised by ARGB (alpha, red, green, and blue) scheme. This approach can only detect phishing webpage if it looks similar to the corresponding legitimate webpage at a certain threshold level. If phishing webpage is partially similar to its legitimate one, then the proposed technique fails to detect it. Approach updates the phishing database at regular intervals from Site Watcher Server.
Victim Information Based Scheme.
Hara et al. [70] proposed a phishing detection technique which maintains an image database to compare and determine the nature of the website. Image database contains images and the corresponding domains of the legitimate and phishing websites. The architecture of the approach is shown in Figure 14 . The following steps are performed in detection of phishing attack:
Step 1. System captures the images (screenshot) from suspicious URL.
Step 2. Compare the given image with the stored images in the database using ImgSeek [78] ; it will find the similar images in the database. After image comparison, the system compares the domain name.
Step 3. If the domain name is not present in the database, it means that the input URL is different, and it is displaying similar images. Therefore, the system declares the given URL phishing. If there is no image in the suspicions website whose similarity is greater than the threshold value, then the proposed techniques return the result as unknown and register the image in the database. For searching images in the database see Algorithm 2.
The comparison of various pixel based approaches (discussed in Section 4.4) on different attacks is presented in Table 3 . Figure 14 : Architecture of system [70] . (1) perceive visual components. Gestalt is the psychology name which means "unified whole." In this theory, there are six main factors to determine how the visual system automatically groups elements into patterns. These six factors are Proximity, Similarity, Closure, Symmetry, Common Fate (i.e., common motion), and Continuity.
Visual Perception Based Approaches Using Gestalt Theory

Detecting Visually Similar Webpages: Application to
Phishing Detection. Chen et al. proposed [84] an approach that applies the Gestalt theory to identify the visual similarity between two webpages. Author used the concept of supersignals to treat webpages as individual units and compared these particular supersignals using algorithmic complexity theory.
To measure the performance of their approach, they tested group of 12 genuine and 12 phishing webpages in pairs (phishing webpage corresponding to legitimate). After the experiment, they found that all the 12 pairs had been successfully paired together as the most like to one another.
Hybrid Approaches.
Hybrid approaches [79, [81] [82] [83] are the combination of two or more types of techniques. Hybrid approaches utilise combination of various features extracted from the webpage like text, images, hyperlinks, and so forth. The accuracy of hybrid approaches is better than the single features based approaches.
Bayesian Approach.
Zhang et al. [79] proposed a Bayesian model to determine similarity threshold between suspicious and legitimate webpages. This approach is based on the visual and textual features of a webpage. The Bayesian approach combines the classification results from the textual and visual contents as shown in Figure 15 . Textual contents are the words that appear in a webpage, except the articles and stop words (e.g., a, an, the, this, that, etc.). Visual contents are the feature set that includes webpage layout, images, logos, forms, background colour, font colour, and so forth.
The proposed phishing detection system has the following properties:
(i) A naive Bayes rules based text classifier is used to extract text from the webpage. (ii) Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) based [77] image classifier is used to deal with pixel level contents after transforming the webpage into the image. (iii) To set the appropriate threshold, a Bayesian approach is used in offline training. (iv) A Bayesian based fusion algorithm is used to aggregate the results from the image and text classifiers.
There are three major contributions of this approach. First, it presented a text classifier using the naive Bayes rule for phishing detection. Second, it proposed a Bayesian approach to determine the threshold for both the image and text classifiers. Based on this threshold, proposed technique can differentiate between phishing and legitimate webpages. Third, they proposed a new Bayesian approach to combine the classification results from the text and image classifiers. 
Hybrid Features.
Medvet et al. [81] proposed an approach which computes a signature using the text, images, and overall visual appearance of the webpage. Text properties extracted from textual content, font size, foreground colour, background colour, font family, and its position in the webpage. Image property includes width, height, src attribute, image position in the webpage, colour histograms [85] , and its 2D Haar wavelet transformation. The 2D Haar wavelet transformation provides low-resolution information about the original image.
Signature Comparison. The system starts by comparing matching pairs of elements from each webpage in a website. Matching pairs mean text element only compares with the text and image element only compares with the images. The system then computes text similarity score, image similarity score, and overall visual appearance score. Moreover, total single similarity score ∈ [0, 1] is obtained using these three scores (text similarity, image similarity, and overall visual appearance). The following steps are performed to compare a legitimate webpage with a suspicious webpage:
(1) Take a suspicious webpage " ."
(2) Compute signature ( ) of the suspicious webpage.
(3) Compare the signature of suspicious webpage ( ) with the stored signature of the expected legitimate webpage " " if the signatures are very much similar, and then invoke an alert.
Automatic Detection of Phishing Target.
Liu et al. [82] detect the phishing website by analysing directly and indirectly associated webpages. Directly associated webpages are extracted using hyperlinks present in source code of website. Frequently keywords (using TF-IDF [63] algorithm) are searched for using Google to obtain indirectly associated webpages. After receiving associated webpages, the approach compares given webpage with the associated webpages using the following relations.
(1) Link Relation. It is measured by total number of forwarded link from one webpage to another webpage:
where is the number of hyperlinks from webpage " " to webpage " " and is the total hyperlinks present in webpage " ." (2) Ranking Relation. This relation shows the rank of a webpage in the search engine.
where is the total number of search results and is the rank of the domain in the search result. 
where TS is the text similarity between webpage and webpage . and are the term vectors obtained from webpage " " and webpage " "; ‖ ‖ denotes the length of vector.
(4) Layout Similarity.
where (blocks) and (blocks) are the total blocks in and . (blocks) ∩ (blocks) denotes the common blocks in webpages and . By using these four relations, proposed technique can detect the phishing website as well as target of the webpage.
Website Logo for Phishing Detection.
Chiew et al. [83] utilise the logo image for phishing detection. The approach is divided into two phases: namely, logo extraction and website identity confirmation. The technique uses the machine learning approach to extract the correct logo image from all images in a website. Furthermore, the correct logo is searched in "Google image" to obtain the corresponding domains.
The returned domains from the search result are used to compare with suspicious website. The proposed technique is the extended work of goldphish [73] . This technique uses the Google image search while goldphish converts logo into text and then converted text used as query on Google. The proposed method has the higher true negative rate as compared to goldphish. The comparison of various hybrid approaches (discussed in Section 4.6) on different attacks is presented in Table 4 . Table 5 presents the summary of visual similarity based phishing detection approaches (DOM, visual features, Cascading Style Sheet, pixel based, visual perception, and hybrid approaches) in terms of method use for phishing detection, advantages, and limitations.
Performance Evaluation Matrix
Researchers and developers calculate true positive rate, false positive rate, true negative rate, false negative rate, Precision, Recall, accuracy, and 1 score of phishing detection system. These are the standard metrics to judge any phishing detection system. Let denote the total number of legitimate websites and denote the total number of phishing websites. Now → are the legitimate websites classified as legitimate, and → are the legitimate websites misclassified as phishing.
→ are the phishing websites classified as phishing, and → are the phishing websites misclassified as legitimate. Performance of phishing website detection system can be evaluated in the following manner:
True Positive Rate (TPR). True positive rate is the rate of phishing websites classified as phishing out of total phishing websites.
False Positive Rate (FPR). False positive rate is the rate of legitimate websites classified as phishing out of total legitimate sites.
False Negative Rate (FNR). False negative rate is the rate of phishing websites classified as legitimate out of total phishing sites. 
Precision (P). It measures the rate of phishing websites which are correctly identified with respect to websites detected as phishing:
Recall (R). It measures the rate of phishing websites which are correctly identified with respect to correctly classified phishing and legitimate websites.
1 Score. It is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. [54, 69, 86, 87] use the keywords, and they are language dependent. As we discussed, some of the visual feature based techniques [48, 71] can detect this attack because they utilise the webpage features like the logo of the company, CSS Structure, DOM tree, and so forth. Such techniques only detect the attack if the layout of phishing website is similar to the real one. However, these techniques are unable to detect a new phishing attack (zerohour) because they compare the current website with the stored database. The third issue is the embedded objects present in the webpage as attackers use images, JavaScript, and so forth, to bypass the antiphishing system. As we discussed, image processing based techniques [72] [73] [74] [75] can detect the embedded objects present in suspicious webpage because these techniques take the snapshot of the webpage and compare it with the corresponding legitimate webpage. But identifying the correct corresponding legitimate webpage is the major problem in image processing based solutions. Image processing based approaches also consumed a lot of time to compare a suspicious website with the pool of websites. Therefore detection of phishing site which uses embedded objects is still an open challenge. The fourth issue is determining an appropriate threshold to take appropriate decision. The threshold is the matching score between two websites. As we discussed, attacker constructs a phishing website which looks similar to legitimate one. If the phishing website is partially copied (less than 50%) from the legitimate website, then none of the visual similarity based approach can detect it. Therefore, adjusting the appropriate threshold to detect a maximum number of phishing websites is a challenging task. If antiphishing system increases the threshold then the false negative rate increases and if it decreases the threshold then false positive rate increases [48] as shown in Figure 16 . A good antiphishing system requires that both false negative and false positive rate should be as minimal as possible.
Open Issues and Challenges
Conclusion
Phishing is an appalling threat in the web security domain. In this attack, the user inputs his/her personal information to a fake website which looks like a legitimate one. We have presented a survey on phishing detection approaches based on visual similarity. This survey provides a better understanding of phishing website, various solution, and future scope in phishing detection. Many approaches are discussed in this paper for phishing detection; however most of the approaches still have limitations like accuracy, the countermeasure against new phishing websites, failing to detect embedded objects, and so forth. These approaches use various features of a webpage to detect phishing attacks, such as text similarity, font colour, font size, and images present in the webpage. Text based similarity approaches are relatively fast, but they are unable to detect phishing attack if the text is replaced with some image. Image processing based approaches have high accuracy rate while they are complex in nature and are time-consuming. Furthermore, most of the work is done offline. These involve data collection and profile-creation phases to be completed first. A comparative table is prepared for easy glancing at the advantages and drawbacks of the available approaches. No single technique is enough for adopting it for phishing detection purposes. Detection of phishing websites with high accuracy is still an open challenge for further research and development.
